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the into the dark ezx was recorded by multiple award-winning producer/mixer tom dalgety (ghost, rammstein, pixies, royal blood) and drummer mat hector (iggy pop, gutterdmmerung). it comes with three full drum kits as well as a bespoke set of cymbals and extra instruments derived from the fields of rock sdx. with the drums,
the broad collection of presets engineered by tom dalgety as well as the custom midi library by mat hector, expect to get immersed in a monochrome journey that encapsulates the entire dark rock greyscale from the blaring, raw and rebellious tones of post-punk to the dark, gruesome and macabre hue of industrial-tinged new
wave and goth. this is where the death metal ezx takes its vantage point to bring you timeless drums, tailored for modern death metal production. it was recorded by acclaimed engineer/mixer/producer mark lewis at the impeccable room at sonic ranch in tornillo, texas, and sampled by legendary drummer sean reinert (death,

cynic). the two featured kits, handpicked from the death & darkness sdx, display two kindred but fundamentally different beasts of razor-sharp, pristine and crystal clear drums designed to cut through in anything from rampant tempos to dense walls of guitars and extremely layered productions. galaxies in our universe seem to
be achieving an impossible feat. they are rotating with such speed that the gravity generated by their observable matter could not possibly hold them together; they should have torn themselves apart long ago. the same is true of galaxies in clusters, which leads scientists to believe that something we cannot see is at work. they

think something we have yet to detect directly is giving these galaxies extra mass, generating the extra gravity they need to stay intact. this strange and unknown matter was called dark matter since it is not visible.
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it is estimated that the amount of dark matter is approximately five times that of all visible matter. that means that we cannot detect dark matter particles directly but rather have
to use indirect methods. dark matter is not ordinary matter. it is not a new type of particle that was not discovered in the accelerator experiments of the past. scientists have long
suspected that something is out there. in fact, it is just as reasonable to think that ordinary matter is out there, but only a small amount of it is visible. in that case, we would see
much more ordinary matter than we do, but it would still be the matter that makes up all of the visible universe. if dark matter is ordinary matter, this would be a fatal blow to the

dark matter hypothesis. however, there is a simple solution to this problem: dark matter is ordinary matter, but it only interacts with itself. the dark matter particles of the universe
are similar to every other normal particle that we have discovered. they are composed of quarks and have electrons and neutrinos in them. the only difference is that they are

electrically neutral. it is more difficult to say what dark energy is. it is not a new particle. we can rule out a particle that interacts with normal matter. however, the fact that there is
a cosmological constant is still mysterious. the problem is that if we only know what dark energy is not, then it is not very useful to go on to the next step and ask what it is. there
are many proposed explanations for what dark energy is, but none are entirely satisfactory. people have tried to find a particle that interacts with only the dark matter. this was
the case in the 1980s, when physicists from cern proposed that dark matter consisted of a new type of particle, called a wimp. these particles would be electrically charged and

weakly interacting. unfortunately, no one has seen the wimp so far. 5ec8ef588b
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